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The new Qashqai has also started successfully in the market. But it hardly stands out in the
masses of SUVs in the streets. But this does not apply to the Qashqai Adventure newly
constructed by ELIA. Many people have known the market-listed ELIA AG for 33 years as
the leading Renault tuner. But for 15 years now the ELIA team has also intensively dealt
with the upgrading of current Nissan models.
The timelessly beautiful ELIA-own Lombartho wheels alone do not only make the Qashqai
look more elegant but also one class higher. This is still topped by the attractive off-road
look consisting of front bar, side rods with entries and rear bar. Those parts may be
fastened to the original points without drilling and welding.
Instead of the rear bar it is also possible to mount a 2-pipe sport muffler with large oval tail
pipes. A discreet lowering by means of modified suspension springs emphasizes the
impressive overall picture. And, in the new 1.6 liters diesel engine, the additional ELIA
control unit Elditronic does not only raise the performance and torque by approx. 12 - 15%
but it also almost completely prevents the start-up and throttle response deficiency existing
in the original vehicle which leads to a significantly increased driving pleasure in particular
in case of a sportive way of driving.
ELIA would like to emphasize that the original comfort does not suffer due to the
reconstruction. All retrofitting parts are available from ELIA or every Nissan dealership
individually or in kits already starting from 2.830 Euros.

For further information, please contact Hans-Peter Walbrun under (0049)(0)9101-906910
or hp.walbrun@elia-ag.de. There, you may also request pictures or download them under
www.elia-ag.de, Presse.
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